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fication rate. When the transition regions for Mach

0.55 to M 2 were studied, it was found that transi-

tion Reynolds number varied T−7
w , with Tw being wall

temperature[6]. This method is feasible for aircraft’s

using cryogenic fuels such as liquid hydrogen, liquid

methane as large heat sink is available and the weight

of the required cooling system is less than thee fuel

saved due to drag reduction[7]. The heating of wa-

ter by the heat produced due to propulsion in the sub-

marines results in less skin friction drag.

2.5. Acoustic

Sound at particular frequencies and intensities could

change the transition process of boundary layer[8].

This study focuses on the effectiveness of internal

acoustic excitation in which the sound originates

from a narrow opening on the wall surface and aero-

dynamic characteristics of NACA 23015 airfoil have

been investigated experimentally and numerically.

The solution of the flow equations are presented

for different angle of attack range degrees, at some

excitation frequency values, with the two-excitation

location from the leading edge (6.5% and 11.5%) of

chord. The experimental tests are separately con-

ducted in two sections, open-typed wind tunnels at

the Reynolds number 3.4×105 for the measurements

and 104 for the visualization[9].The results indicate

the enhancement of the flow mixing and momentum

transport due to internal acoustic excitation produces

a suction peak at the leading edge of the upper

surface of the airfoil and that suction peak results in

an increase of lift and narrower wake. By the flow

visualization, it is found that the locally introduced

unsteady vorticity causes the separated boundary

layer to be reattached to the surface and the internal

acoustic excitation energizes the boundary layer, this

leads to decrease in the turbulent kinetic energy at the

upper surface of the airfoil. The excitation location

was the most affected parameter on the internal

acoustic excitation technique and the results indicated

that, the excitation location close to the leading

edge is the more efficient and the internal acoustic

excitation at 6.5% of chord lead to increase lift by

45%, while at 11.5% of chord results in increase 35%

increase[10].

3 Conclusion

In the presented work, different techniques to actively

control the boundary layer have been under scrutiny

through different research. Result of each study

has been illustrated through graph which shows the

values of Cl and Cd enhanced using active control

techniques. Results show lift enhancement of 9%,

14%, 35% and 45% for blowing, SVGs , Suction

and acoustic techniques respectively. However, in

some techniques such as blowing due to complexity

of design and manufacturing in will not be easy to

implement it in an actual flight[4]. However, as the

further work it is possible to work on techniques with

smaller actuators and less complexity to make it more

practical.
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